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Fitness professionals excel at performing in classes, creating training programs
and researching fitness trends. These tasks are time-consuming, which leads to
a lack of time dedicated toward personal marketing and résumé development.
On the other hand, fitness professionals find the world of writing either exciting
or daunting. Good writing techniques allow fitness professionals to develop
brand identity and thus attract prospective clients, as well as enhance résumé
skills to land an interview and possibly that dream job!

Résumé Development
The current job market is competitive. When a job announcement is posted on
Craigslist, indeed.com or LinkedIn, fitness managers are ready for a hefty
response, but do not always have time to study the résumés.

According to the job-matching service company, The Ladders, recruiters take an
average of “six seconds before the employer makes an initial fit or no-fit
decision” based on the applicant’s résumé. Therefore, the first step in
developing the résumé is to reflect your qualifications toward the specific job
posting.
Fitness professionals often submit the “extreme” résumé, which includes either
a paragraph or two to three words about previous job duties. For the busy
fitness manager, these résumés are either too time-consuming to read or too
vague to know if the applicant is qualified. Certainly, the managers understand
that there are the not-so-glamorous job duties, but those who make an effort to
“upsell” those duties are more likely to score an interview. This is because the
applicant acknowledges the importance of the job duty or understands what it
takes to go above and beyond. As a result, the second step to writing a résumé
is taking a middle-of-the road approach when detailing past duties.
The third step is to find what makes you the best or unique. For example,
personal trainers coach clients. But what makes you the most qualified for this
job? Communicate your skills, which may include program growth, revenue
generation, weekly clients or special populations.
The fourth step is to integrate the above with language mirroring that of the job
description or the organization’s mission or philosophy. For instance, if a group
instructor job post requires schedule availability, express that beyond the 10
weekly classes taught, another three classes per week were instructed on a
subbing basis. That is more than 150 classes subbed a year, which is eyecatching on the résumé.
Below are some “Write This Not That” résumé examples.
Write This: Maintained cleanliness and safety interests of a 10,000-square-foot
weight room.
Not That: Cleaned weight room.
Write This: Personally trained 15 weekly clients to include MS, Parkinson’s and
stroke survivors.
Not That: I trained members.
Write This: Coordinated modern, eight-week, small group training programs.
Increased program participation by 60% through implementation of innovative
programming. Generated $260K of revenue in 2012 after paying out contractor
fees.
Not That: With 10 years in the fitness industry, I have worked in various areas
of floor work and management in areas like membership, personal training and
group exercise. I have increased revenue over the last two years with newer
fitness trend programs and classes.

Brand Development
Writing blogs and marketing content requires attention to detail. Consumers are
faced with choices every day, and with fitness marketing it is vital to
communicate your voice, service and value against competition.
The first step in enhancing your brand is to identify your unique selling point
(USP). The USP can be seen as your niche or area of expertise. For example, if
you own a boot camp business, what makes you different within your market
research area? Are you a women-only boot camp business? Or do you offer
specialized classes for athletes, moms or families?
Next is to determine the type of voice you want to present. This can include
humor, inspirational, motivational or powerful words, or descriptive language.
However, fitness is a service, so it is recommended to use action verbs instead
of gerunds.
Action verbs describe what the subject of the sentence is doing. For a
consumer, it conveys an emotion or sense of purpose that extends beyond
words. On the other hand, gerunds, usually ending in ing, function as nouns. In
fitness marketing, the gerund message is not as strong or touching as the
action verb. Not all ing words will be eliminated, but there is room for
improvement in many key sentences.
The third step is to eliminate any lingo that speaks as “trying.” Clients want to
make sure their financial investment is worth their time and money with
guaranteed results. (This same concept applies for cover letters. Businesses do
not want to hire someone who tries their best. They want someone who is
effective and efficient.)
Below are real marketing examples found on various boot camp websites.
They Wrote This: Attending our boot camp classes is the best thing you can
do, as we are changing lives every day.
They Should Write That: Attend our boot camp classes. It’s your best choice
today, as we will change your life forever.
They Wrote This: Our goal is to create a fun, positive atmosphere while
providing you workouts that are constantly mixing it up, and keeping your body
on its toes to avoid plateaus.
They Should Write That: Our goal is simple. We create stimulating workouts,
within a positive environment, that are fresh and innovative so your body avoids
fitness plateaus.
They Wrote This: So whether you’re just trying to be healthier or improve your
performance for your next marathon or triathlon, our women-only boot camp is
for you!

They Should Write That: From healthy hearts to sport performance, our boot
camp programs are for every lady. But most importantly our boot camp is for
YOU!
Buzzwords, “you” and present or near-future sentences are powerful descriptors
to override consumer ambivalence toward your service. Writers can attract
readers to current and future blogs by tapping into their emotional
state. Incorporating questions is an effective way to capture the attention and
interest of the reader to see what is in store.
They Wrote That: If you are wanting six-pack abs then continue reading this
post that will be providing you with much needed information.
They Should Write This: If you want six-pack abs, then this is a must-read
post. Trainer Steve provides clients with the necessary diet and exercise
secrets for six-pack success. OR Do you want six-pack abs in less than six
months? If so, Trainer Steve discloses the secrets to a six-pack in this part one
of a two-blog post.

Summary
Remember the way you present yourself or your brand in writing is one of the
most important ways to sell yourself and your services. AF
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